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'~Magic Flute" Reaps A:fean Queen

lnformotion
Seekers
Work
Overtime
h~v~
a

Harvest of Kudos

."Do you
my cat?"
appropriate request of all for that
woman asked the University tele- office was from a man wanting the
ph?ne operator. '!'lie call was name of any girl who would like
switched .to the, biology depart- to model for a silverware adverment and the distressed woman tisement.
asked if her lost cat was being
The· most recent strange 'reused in an experiment.. She and quest, according to one departothers with similar questions were ment, was from a fellow who
assured that the biology de}lart- phoned and asked for "any
ment does hot pick up stray ani- strange requests for information,
mals and chop them up for experi- that are received in your office.!'
ments
·
· ·
't l'b
·
·
Th ' ·
e umversl Y 1 rana~s were
asked ~y a P~rso~ preparmg for
a huntmg tr1p, How: ~o;~, one
shoot
elephant
kill It.the liOnean,
requef!t
thattobaffled
bratians was for ~nformation on
the care ·and feedmg of parrots.
It was suggested that the caller
The 130 Navy ROTC students
ask at a pet shop. The telephone will not be affected by any mobilioperator is frequently stumped zation. of the reserves, the organiwhen she is asked to locate a stu- zation's spokesman said. Four
dent with only the first name as a graduates of the Navy ROTC unit
here have signed up for two years
clue.
A sports writer phoned the li~ with the Pacific fleet. They are:·
braty for the correct spelling of William R. Blanc, Robert D. AIHaile Selassie, the ruler of Ethio- bright, Thomas D. Gay and Robpia. The librarian informed a call- ' ert G. Lalicker, all ensigns.
er who wanted to settle a bet thl\t
Those students on summer
not all babies are born with blue cruises have not been. a,ffected yet,
eyes. Someone had given the name the spokesman added. They will
of a town in Kentucky as his ad- all return to the University in the
dress and the Federal Bureau of :fall.
Investigation called the library to
An officer in the Air ROTC on
find out if the town existed. It the campus said that the men in
didn't.
the outfit will not be affected un· A man called at the library ref- less drafted from the University.
erence desk wanting a list of all They had 72 enrolled last semesthe insects that stridulated besides ter and expect more in the fall.
grasshoppers. Sandia base called No students have been commisonce to find out about the reaction sioned yet from tqe Air ROTC
of· sillicagel, a substance used for here.
storing guns, and often the inevit•
The Navy Reserve on. South
able call comes for a book-but
the title and author aren't sup- Yale said that University students
plied. With a clue as to the sub: will not be called to duty any soonject matter and a lot of ingenuity, er than others, and added that they
the books are usually located
will- have to wait for word from
The geology department h~s re- Washington on educationar deferrulings.
Novolunteers
quota hasinbeen
received
yet, but
cerceived letters from persons inter- ment
ested in buying real estate here
asking for an opinion on when the tain essential rates will apply to
volcanoes west of Albuquerque the quota. The active reserves will
will erupt next. Others want to be called first. Persons can join
know if there is any oil or gas on the Reserve, but they can't get
their property. Some .send in out, the spokesman added,
samples of minerals to be identiThe Air National Guard at Kirt.
fied, and school children write land Air Force Base declined
asking for mineral specimens. Ge- comment on how the call to active
ology often gets a request for a duty will affect students, "Tpey
prediction on when the next earth · will be activated with the rest,"
quake will be.
·the officer said.
A woman sought advice because
she had bought a tea set in El
Paso and found that it was not as
as·.she thought it was.
The biology department gets
many calls to identify insects and
snakes. The most unusual was
Could it be that bio-chemistry
front a woman who phoned and and
ancient history are becoming
said she could not sit down be- prerequisite~~
to charm? Is tomorcause her office chair was occupied row's
vibrant
hidden behind
by an enormous bug that was a test tube or vamp
a
-well-worn
volume
"hissing as if it had air brakes.'' on Chaucer?
A check up identified the monster
It wouid seem so if the results
as a striped June bug.
People mail and bring in bOttles of a recent beauty contest are any
of water to the Engineering Col- criteria. Illustrator Jon Whitcomb
lege to have it tested for "health" has selected five college girls as
and minerals. Pharmacy College ·. models for his Community Sil-ver~
was asked to analyze some reduc- plate ads.
The co-eds receive $100 a day
ing pills being used by some of the
for
three days as modeling fees
coeds. AMther man sent them a
and a week's trip to New York
piece of cheese to check on.
A letter was received by the with expenses paid. The winners
Bureau of Business Research attend colleges in Texas, Okla~
wanting to know the date of the homa, Vermont, California, and
formation of the oldest historical Ohtario, Can.
·society in New Mexico. Another
asked for a list of all the garden
clubs in the state. The most in-
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Bizarre Queries ·~ • •

Navy
' Gra duates a1•1
w·l·th .Pac·lf.lc· Fleet .
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p,·ve Coe.ds Chosen
By AcJ· Illustrator

-mce-

In a new publication, the UNM
Extension Division lists 26 professors who are offering 57 courses
. by correspondence for the benefit
of persons who cannot enroll for
credit at the U. The courses are
in Business Administration, eco- ·
nomics, Education, Architectural
Engineering, English, geology,
government, history, math, philo.
sophy, French, physical education,
and Spanish.

~ag

Despite the l,ivelr game of.
between the .h!;fhtmg techmc1an
ap.d the acto~s, and several prevrew.s d~ftcobml rng scteJ!eS duMe to atp
)}np1e. rc a e , cur am, . oza,~ s
~-afc Flutd'Wa / 0 mlntw op~ra
~ 1~h 0l/~f1 Th n: ay evemng .
a.
e · 1 e · ea. r, was musiCal~y a fine and succeeysful production.
.
.
Under Mr. Karst's direction the
talents of the cast were brought
out beautifully, especially in the
fresh and flexible voices of Lois
Cox as Pamena, Don Michael as
Tamino, Mitzi :Reed as the Queen
of
Night and Sherman Smith
as the
Sa1·astro.'
·
The last of Mozart's operas,
"The Magic Flute" was written
at a time when literary interest
was centered around the mysticism of the Far East. It combines
fantasy and comedy in the story
of the search of Prince Tamino
and a birdcatcher, Papageno, for
Pamina, the beautiful daughter of
the Queen of the Night. Pamina
has been stolen. from the evil influence of her mother by the High
Priest of Isis and Osiris, Sarastro.
After many scenes of trials and
tribulations (for all concerned)
Tamino, aided by a magic flute,
is united with Pamina, and Papa- • Shown at rehearsals of "The Magic Flute" are Don ]l1:ichael, left,
geno, through wishing bells, finds as Tamino; Mitzi Reed, the evil Queen of the Night, and James Ripphimself a birdwoman.
berger, the Moor. The Opera Workshop, under direction of Robert
Papageno, played by Doug Korst, is presenting the opera at the Albuquerque Little Theater :for
Lawrence stole the show scene four nights, ending tomorrow. Others in the cast are Lois Cox, Jean
after scene in his lively portrayal Crandal, Leo Romero, Pat Dickson, Doug Lawrence, Charlotte Warren,
of the ever-talkative and comic Mary Schoenfeld, Jane Snow, and She1man E .. Smith. Tickets are
birdman. His acting was as ver- $1.80 per person, tax included.
satile as his voice, and it is much
to his credit that the opera held
together as well as it did. Sher- Margot Astrov Speaks
man Smith also must be commende? for his excellent and impresTEACHERS WANTED
Margot Astrov, teacher at Nav·
s1ve portrayal of Sarastro.
for
aho Canyoncito Day School at
The cast was well-balanced and Correa, spoke to residents of HoMich., Calif., Others
performe? with fine mu.sical inrecently on the subRURAL
t e~pret a t Ion an d . enthu.srasm, .de- kona-Marron
ject of the American Indian.
KINDERGARTEN
sp1te freq~ent stiff actr~g which,
ELEMENTARY
after all, 1s secondary m a proSPECIAL
EDUCATION
~uction where music is of primary
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS
Importance. •
,
AND SUPERVISORS
. Not enou.gh can be said to comHOME ECONOMICS
lt!end the drrector, Mr: K<!rst, ~ho
~1d such an excellent JOb m brmgMany openings in Single Salmg the opera here, and. any ?rawary Schedules Ranging from
b!lcks of the. presentation d1d not
$2700-$4400. With large credits
drm. the m1,1S1~al excellen~e of the
for experience.
performance 1tself. It Will b~ reTwo Hour
College • University
n:'e~bered as o~e _of the UmverALL Fields
srty s best art1shc successes.Emergency Service
Permits
granted
elementary
Suzanne Hernandez.
teachers
without
but
near deQUALITY WORK
grees in Education. Give photo,
phone, qualifications.
As the warden said after the
prison breallly "Well, I guess my
Cline Teachers Agency
1800 E. Central Ph. 6553
pen. leaks."
East Lansing, Mich.

University Cleaners

Lady. (holding cookie above
dog): "Speak! Speak!"
Dog: "What shall I say?"

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

Co-ed greeting last night's date:
Hello there, tall, dark, and· hands.

Headquarters for All Your
Jewelry Needs
ALSO
Special Designing, Manufacturing and Engraving-Expert
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial 7334 or 6150

LOB 0 Pop.ejoy Gree~s
7 50 Fr eshmen
Enrollment to Hit
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Join The Ranks .••

UNM Marching Bond to Number 100
Shooting for a membership of
100, UNM will have a new marching band this ;football season under the leadership of Robert E.
Dahnert. Dahnert replaces William Kunl~:el, who will devote his
time to the concert band, instruction in wind instruments, and
classes of musical theory.
.
Dahnert has worked at two
· schools noted for theh· original
marching effects: Michig~:~n State
and Northwestern. At Northwestern his work with Glenn C. Bainum led to shows at last year's.
Rose Bowl and All Star football
games. Cincinnati College of Music gave Oahnert his Bachelor's,,
and he received his Master of Music at Northwestern.
With the first game coming in
little over a week, a busy schedule of work is shaping up for the
band. First rehearsal is down for
Sept, 16 from 4 to 6 p. m., and
pictures will be taken at 3:30 p. m.
that day. There will be a rehearsal
every day afterwards at 5 p, m.
A rehearsal under the lights will
be held next Thursday from 7 to
9 p, m. Dahnert said he is looking
for experience majorettes who
want to join the band, and basses,
baritones and French horns.
Although new uniforms and
spats will not arrive in time for
the first game, Dahnert said the
cap of every band 1eader wilL
have a battery light for the black~
out effects he has planned. UNM's
new d~:um major and drill master,
John Large, will put on an exhibition of flag throwing, flame
baton throwing, and regular baton
twirling at the Flagstaff game.
For those students interested in
joining the band, auditions will be
held this week from 8 a. m. to 5
p. m. in room 8 of the music
building.

NOTICE
Any person or group interested in participating in
all-school dance entertainment programs throughout
the coming year are requested to leave their names with
Henry Parkinson or Jim
Woodman in the Student
Council office in the near future. All types of entertainment that would appeal to a
dance audience will be needed.

.

Dahnert

Book Exchange Set
In Operation Again
Student Body President Joe
Passaretti announced the opening
this week of the student book exchange in Y1-8. The exchange will
be open from 9 a. m. to noon, and
from 1 to 4 :30 p. m. Wednesday
&through Friday, and from 8 a.m.
to noon on Saturday.
This is the third year the exchange has .been in operation." In
the past it met with student cooperation and appreciation, Passal'etti said.
Students wishing to place books
for sale, he said, should check the
official- book list for the semester
which will be available at the exchange.
Book prices, said Passaretti, fall
below those elsewhere because
prices are set by previous owners
and there is no tax or operating
expense since it i!} a non-profit
ente1·prise.
Passaretti said hundreds of
books and over $1,000 cash
changed hands last year among
students patronizing the exchange.

Previous Estimates
Of 4800-MacGregor
Because draft boards are tend-·
ing to defer regularly enrolled
college students, Admissions Director .J. C. MacGregor said he
didn't expect the world situation
to cut very deeply into this year's
UNM registration total.
See page.& for new
registration schedule.
He said that his office had originally believed there would be a
10 per cent drop from the 4800
total last fall, but advance statistics place enrollment for the coming year at all previous estimates.
Registration for new and old
students began this morning at
8 :45 in Carlisle gym. A system of
tables, chairs, and rope partitions
divide the floor for the big signup.
Each student has a number
which will fall within the registration sch'edule, lasting through tomorrow. Gym doors will close .both
days at 2:45p.m. so that students
~orking in the building may reglster.
Each student should report to
the southeast door of the Ad build- •
ing at the proper time and with
his registration number. When his
number is called he should report
to the census card room and pick
up his card. Civilian students must
pay their tuition at the cashier's
window and veteran:;: should report to room 203 in the building.
When census cards have been
marked paid, the student is then
free to register in the gym.

Taumen Meet Tomorrow
Tau club will hold a special
meeting Friday, 7 :30 p. m. in Administration 157.• A special election will be held and plans for
fall semester's activities will be
discussed.

WEATHER
Continued fair today and tomorrow. Cool nights and warm
afternoons. High today 86. Low
40 in the Valley and 54 in the
Heights. Weather for weekend
picnics looks good.

By Bill Wade
Last Sunday night at 7 :30 the freshman class of about 750
met for the first time at assembly. President Tom L. Popejoy,
Dean of Men Howard V. Mathany, and Studeht Body President Joe Passaretti were among those who greeted the new
additions to the student community.
..

faculty Advisory
System Is Set Up
To Aiel freshmen
In order to guide freshmen
through registration. and their
first year, a new system of faculty advisement has been started at
UNM. It is designed to cut down
on the confusion of mischosen
classes and to give the new students the feeling that their colleges and departments have a sincere interest in their welfare.
From each college; a list of
faculty advisors has been lined up
to help freshmen with their programs and to talk over student
problems. Besides keeping in contact with the freshmen during the
school year, they will give out the
mid-semester grades. Formerly
the admissions office handled all
grade reports.
Tuesday, specially assigned upperclassmen were given lists of
the freshmen and began introducing the new students to the advisors :for the first conference.
~·we hope we can continue this '
servi~e beyond the first year of
each student's college career,"
Dean of Men Howard V. Mathany
said...After we get the kinks out
of our new plan, I think it will
greatly improve the situation," he
added.
Dean ~athany said that any
late freshman should report to the
dean of his college for assignment
to an advisor.

First Dance Features
Tommy Mallow Band
An Associated Student dance
will be held Saturday in the SUB
ballroom from 9 p. m. to midnight.
The dance will give new and old
students an opportunity to meet
each other, Howard V. Mathany,
dean of men, announced.
It will be no juke-box affair although school clothes are the order of the day. Tommy Mallow
and his band will provide the
music.

The assembly was the formal
opening of what was to be a busy
week for the freshmen, Monday,
Tuesday, ..and yesterday they received the entrance tests, we:re
taken on campus. tours by members of· Vigilantes and Khatali,
and lined up to file through the
health center fo1· physical examinations. .
. The social end of their introduction to UNM took the form of
a mixer Tuesday afternoon in the
SUB and another is planned for
Saturday night when the Associated Students. sponsor the first
student body dance.
"It is a real pleasure for me to
extend greetings to new and returning students," said President
Popejoy. ••I wish for all of you
a successful year. ·
••In these critical times, it is
more important than is usually
the case for all of us to devote our
full energies to advanced education. In the months and years
ahead, college-tmined men and
women in increasing numbers will
serve in positions of leadership in
the armed forces, industry, education, the professions, and community life.
"The/olicy whick now is being
followe for the deferment of college students from military duty
demonstrates the faith which our
national leaders have in the value
of education in a democracy, Their
faith represents a challenge which
I am sure we can meet."
Said Director o:f Student Affairs
Sherman E. Smith: "It is a genuine pleasure to welcome both the
hew and returning students to the
campus as we begin another
school year. All of the officers and
staffs of . the Student Personnel
Services join me in the hope that
the year will be a pleasant and
profitable one for each of you and
that you will call on us for whatever assistance we can give to
that end.''
Lena C. Clauve, dean of women,
said: "On behalf of the women
students, and myself, we are very
happy to welcome you to the UniVI\l'sity of New Mexico. We hope
you . will have a pleasant and
worthwhile year, and enjoy the
many privileges offered you on
our campus.''

We will pay

CASH
for your usee/ textbo~ks

foggs

U OHers Ma.il Courses

Enti~es • • •

THE NEW MEXICO

IN THE SUB

Announcing the Opening of .

ARCHIE. WESTFALL, MGR.

• • •

NAVAJO RIDING STABLES
f

BOB'S

"The Finesf Horses ancl Tack"

DRIVE~IN

• Horses Rented by the Hour or by the Day
• Hayrides and Chuck W ~gon Parties
• Special Rates to Riding Parties
• Expert Ridinglnstructions Given
• Regular Rates: $1'.00 per hour; $1.50 on Sundays

3123 E. Central
,.

~
'

Specializing in Giant
HAMBURGERS
and
RICHARDSON'S ROOT, BEER
in a Large Chilled fXtein

.

SPECIAL RATES TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
.,.

9 Miles North of Central on U.S.

s5 (N. 4th St.)
)lsqu :.:,_ ........._........,

__ , _ _ if_._

For reservations call3·8165.

photographer as he made
way
from house to house.
Top row, left to right: a portion
o£ a skit prepared :for the 1'Ushees
by Kappa Alpha Theta, a group

of rushees talk it over with the
Tl'i-Delts, another group is entertained by a fioo1· show at "Club
Chi O", and three more rushees
chat at the Alpha Delta Pi house.

Bottom 1·ow, left to right: a' Hawaiian party in prog1·ess . at the
Alpha Chi house, a fast "Charleston" concocted as a part of the
festivities by the Phi Phis, and a

group of rushees and members at
the Kappa Kappa Gamma "Circus" party. For the listing o:f the
sororities' new pledges see page
five. (Daily Lobo photos by John
Gafford)

.

'

!

Many of UNM' s 300 Profs
Teach in Evening College

,.

..

A total of 800 full-time instruc- ton Conger, Ralph Carlisle Smith,
tors will teach 1,100 courses of- Walter C. Warden, Walter H.
fered this semester. New staff Haas, J. W. BeMh, R. C, Hildner,
members include two visiting pro- C. E. Buell, Harold P. Rogers;
fessors, an associate professor of
Morton Schoenfeld, Barbara
business administration, seven as- McCain, Geo. H, Johnson, Robt.
sistant professors and 17 instruc- F. Utter, Geo. M. Peterson, Dators.
vid B, Hamilton, Mamie T. Miller,
A' cross section of the teaching , Paul A. .F. Walter, Lucie E.
personnel will devote part time Adams, Ramon Sender, Joaquin
the fall semester toward instruc- Ortega, Elsie S. Hoffman, Robert
tion in credit courses beamed at E. Barton Allen, Wayne C. Euworking people who can spare on- bank, and James H. McBath.
ly evenings for study.
,:
The 80 courses offered by regular staff members will draw teachers from among the deans, heads
of departments, professors, and
on down through the rank of assistant professor and instructors.
Too many young Americans exRegistration is set for from 6 : 30
pect the government to get them
to 8:30 Monday evening.
The list of ·professors for the a job, says Eugene Gilbert, foundEvening Session includes: En- er and president of the Gilbert
rique Montenegro, Martin Fleck, Youth Research Organization.
Howard J. Dittme1·, F. F. Com- , In an article in this month's
stock, John Anderson, Virginia American magazine he says reReva, John Dunbar, Daniel M.. search shows that "60 per cent of
Smith, Willaim J. Parish, John the boys in high school and colF. Suttle, E .. L. Martin, C. C. Stef- lege want the government to guar•
antee that they get a job." ·
fens, Julian S. Duncan;
The picnic of easy-to-get jobs
MeryYn Crobaugh, George W.
White, Alexander Masley, Kath- during the war and post-war
leen McCann, Loyd S. Tireman, period is over, Gilbert points out.
.Wm. B. Runge, Bonner M. Craw- ''If I were looking for a job to;ford, W~ H. Ivins, E. H. Fixley, day," he says, "I'd start out with
Charles B. Thompson, Richard C. all the enthusiasm I could muster
Dove, R. N. McDonald, E. C. to find my opportunity a11d sell
myself. I'd start out by knowing
Rightley, C. T. Grace;
the
product or abilities I have to
E. W. Baughman, Juanita S.
Kytle, Lucy Lockwood Hazard, sell. You aren't likely to get hired
W. P. Albrecht, E. W. Tedlock, C. if you have no idea what you want
V. Wicker, T. M. Pearce, Willis to do or can do."
Gilbert advises those confused
.Jacobs, Betty Scone, S. 0. Lombardi, Michael Rexroad, Dorothy about the type of work for which
they're suited to take aptitude
Cline, Thos. C. Donnelly;
John E. Longhurst, Madaline tests.
Nichols, Josiah C. Russell, Benjamin Sacks, Geo. W. Smith, Ever-

Easy Job Getting
Over, Article Says

Cops Tell New Traffic Rules

Writers' Contest
Opens; Subiect
Is 'Anderson Plan'

Sgt. Noel Looney, head of. the
campus police, reported httle
criminal activity during the vacation period since the close of the
summer session. Besides occasional prowlers, inevitable drunks and
;false alarms, adding to the unmysteries, there were 16
. A national essay contest is of- solved
fered by the Anderson plan for parking violations and five traffic
old age, with a deadline on Oct. violations.
With addition of a full-tme
7 for entrance and Oct, 30 for ,
manuscripts, The subject: "Why clerk, the camPus force has been
the Anderson plan for the aged increased to eight for this school
after sixty-to pay everyone at year. The force now includes: Sgt.
60 $60 per month for life-should Noel Looney, patrolmen 0. K. Fanbe made a federal law, to replace nin, W. J. Hamjlton, V. Montoya,
social security and state aid laws." Boyd Wellanfer, Grady Bardwell,
Prizes run from $500 to $10. Alexander McEwen, and clerk C.
The contest is open to all U. S. H. Schwat·z.
Sgt. Looney wants to remind
citizens who on Sept. 1 were under
21 years of age. Details and circu- students that the lost and found
lar may be gotten by writing C. department is located at the camH. C. Anderson, 1014. S. Cumber- pus police station, and he says
that with the help of the new clerk
land Ave., Dallas 8, Tex.
the station will be open from 8
a, m. until 2 a. m. He still has
many unclaimed items from last
UNM Doctors at Yale
year.
Sgt. Looney said he would be in
Doctors Marie Pope Wallis and
Dorothy Woodward, on leave from his office from 8 to 9 a. m., from
the UNM faculty, have returned 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. and from 4 to 5
from South America and are now p. m. for interviews and personal
in Fairfield, Conn. Dr. Wallis will contacts. The new clerk will be on
do work in comparative literature duty from 6 p. m, until 2 a.m., he
at Yale this school yea1·, and Dr. added.
Due to the construction of the
Woodward will continue her Brazilian research at Yale and other new classroom building the main
eastern universities for a year.
parking lot for students will be

'

-------An economist is a man wearing

a gold watch 'chain that has a Phi
Beta Kappa key on one end and no
watch on the other.

DRIVE IN RESTAURANTS
• Lunch
• Breakfast
• Dinner
• Snacks
Complete Fountain Service
4400 E. Central
600 S. Yale

•
•

In the
Sombrero
Room

It is our aim to purchase, prepare, and serve our
customers with the highest quality merchandise we.
can buy. Make us your "Off Campus Headquarters"

Chisholm's
''Fountain of Quality"

.

9 a. m.-11 p.m. Sunday

7 a. m.-11 p. m. daily

2400 E. Centra)

Ph. 2-6262

Gus Says .•.

'

ACROSS FROM ART BUILDING

1908 East Central
0

T-SHIRTS & SWEAT SHIRTS
PENNANTS
DECALS
FRATERNITY STATIONERY
SORORITY 'STATIONERY
UNIVERSITY STATIONERY

My' prices are comparatively
low1 but, I am still offering to
all students a 10% discount
on all merchandise (except
fair trade items). Our store
is an exclusive shop for students so make it your store.
We carry exclusively Lobo
Togs for Lobo students and
remember in our store you
will :find everything from
socks to tuxedos.
Come and get acquainted
with a friendly guy and a
friendly store.

;
I

'II

STUDENTS

I

Bring in your schedule and we will supply
all your
needs!
•

for Tux Rentals
Complete Stock in All Sizes

;MIDNIGHT
BLUE
Double
Breasted
Coat&
Pants

FOR ALL 'ROU'ND SMARTNESS IN FORMAL WEAR

2nd & Gold

back to

SPORTWEAR CENTER
For Sportwear

· HINKEL'S SHOE SALON

3-0452

Central at Fifth

..

ADD COMFORT
& A TOUCH OF
LUXURY TO YOUR
DORM ROOM. • •

•
"The Shoe-Place of Albuquerque" where new
shoe styles make their first appearance. Where
you'll always find the most complete selection
of famous nationally advertised footwear.

• Old Town Trotters
Paramount
Andrew Geller
Town and Country
Peacock
Hill and Dal'e

•
•
•
•
•

Deeply textured cotton loops are
woven thru heavy cotton boucle with
NON-SKID, treated backs. Available
in a. wide variety of colors that look
even lovelier after repeated launderings and years of rugged wear.

Colors:
Dusty Rose
Blue
Yellow
Grey
Red
Chartreuse
Beige
Flamingo
Hunter Green
Off White

UNM

and back to

Topcoats- Sporteoats- Slacks- Sport Shirts
All 1\len's Accessories
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24 X 36 -~--~---·- 1.89
21 X 54 --"'------- 2.99
30 X 5' ----------- 4.89
4' X 6' -----------' 7.89
91 X 121 ________ _44,50

Washburn's

Maybe the old technique of
assistant director of the Los Alamos ::;cientific laboratory, has been playing hard to get is still a good
:LaPaz found himself another me- appointed lecturer in law on the weapon in the never-ending game
teorite-a 310-p,ound one this staff of the College of Law, He of husband-catching, Drawing
time, Four horsemen, Richard joined the laboratory staff as Los from a cross-section poll, a recent
Young, Mel Anderson, John Jew- Alamos in 1943, shortly after it Ameri<:an magazine article quotes
one girl as saying: "Girls frightell and Bill McCollum, journeyed was established.
to the Sandia Rim, apparently for
Other members of the labora- en men away;by showing right off
the purpose of transporting two tory staff, already associated with they have marriage in mind."
cases of "tea" to the top. The UNM ,are: Dr. Darol K. Froman,
Another pitfall was mapped out
men's ~ew dormitory got some Dr. Roderick W. Spence, and Dr. by a blue-eyed psychiatric worker
new yellow drapes, a football star Wright H. Langham.
· ·
in Portland, Ore. ". • . Some of
cussed out a campus cop, and Jim
The laboratory also half consult- my dates have shied away from
Bardin's photo shop ad was in- ant agreements with Dr. Edward me because of my Master's deserted upside down.
F. Castetter, dean of the graduate grfle."
Denver Post editor Palmer Hoyt school and head of the biology de- . ~There's a lot of difference belectured under the stars on the partment; Dr. Victor H. Regener, tween · the first date and the
"Voice of America," the sixth is- head of the physics department, church aisle in a man's mind, the
sue reported. The editor disap- and Dr. F. Suttle of the chemistry article points out. Nearly all thlil
proved editorially of HollYWood's department. Herbert G. Hoover, girls interviewed thought.the best
"My Friend Irma. Goes West.'' assistant professor of chemical way to toss out the apron strings
"Marie Wilson's curves are get- engineering, has been a summer is with a sunny disposition and
a sense of humor. The girls put
ting lumpy," he concluded. A employee at Los Alamos.
Others from UNM who have neatness and cleanliness ahead of
freshman art major tried to get
·
into the Art building after hours been working at Los Alamos are: good looks.
with a pass written on toilet•tis- Thomas K. Keenan, Alfred H.
You've got the word now girls:
sue. Police detected something Spano and Huerta W. Spano. Al- act dumb, smile, and l'eep ciea!].
wrong and arrested the man to fred H. Zeltman, a former Los
prevent any possible dirty work. Alamos laboratory employee, is
working for his Ph.D. degree at
Next week a portable typewrit- UNM, after which he expects to Pointed Shoes in Style
er was swiped from the ladies' return to Los Alamos as a staff
lounge in Hodgin hall. (Police are member.
Sharpen up your Levis, Kiddies.
still searching for the thief.) Lois
Esquire magazine says the HalfCox and Jean Crandal drew straws
Century man will have a "new
to see which would sing Pamena's USCF To Have Breakfast trim look" and have a taller,
role in the Opera Workshop's protapered effect: This season the
duction of Mozart's "The Magic For New, Old Students
well-dressed man, according to
Flute."
Esquire, will wear a pointed hat,
A breakfast for new and old tapered trousers, pointed shoes,
In the last issue, the biology
department gave birth to 14 gar- University students will be given small knot tie, pointed collar, narter snakes, Mrs. Reynalda Dinkel by the United Student Christian row shoulders and mid-tone colwon the summer creative writing Fellowship Sunday, 8 a. m. to 9 ors. He will have the "up" look
contest, Robert Dahnert was chos- a. m. in the SUB ballroom.
with hanging "T-Square" lines.
The breakfast, an annual affair,
.en to lead the University's march~
ing band, high schoolers, here for is being given to acquaint new stua forensic meet, talked themselves dents with university life and to
out of a job and went home; some- introduce them to returuing stuone called the library to get a dents on campus. There will be no
list of all insects that stridulate, charge for the breakfast.
Representatives from church
and the editors said goodby in effect, saying they· made a little youth groups throughout Albuquerque will attend the breakfast
money.
to assist the new students in information about the churches of
The Carolina Parakeet, the only t!].eir choice.
kind of parrot whose range exA late registration fee will be
tended far into the United States,
is now extinct due to constant per- charged those who wait until Saturday to enroll.
secution by man.
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By Jack. Gill
For the benefit of students who
had vacations this year-students
who didn1t go to summer schoolwe present a review' of the eight
issues of the ,Summer Lobo.
.
The first issue, June 9, contained an account of the summer
plans of going-away students, the
retirement plans of librarians
Miss Shelton and Miss Russell,
and the blooming of the century
plants in front of the library.
Thirty-two visiting professors
came and went during the summer.
Bill Wade worried in an "edi:
torial column, "If J ascha Heifetz
is such a good violinist, why can't
he make music with his legs like
cdckets do ?" Mrs. Mary Van
Wart, secretary of the department
of electrical engineering, was reported "doing all the keen things
one does on vacation" at Mesa
Verde national park. The favorite
filler was, "Boston Matron: Had
I anticipated your arrival, I would
have prepared a pastery.''
A week later the news was that
the Lobos joined the Skyline
Eight Conference, a skeleton was
stolen from the Fine Arts building
(police are still picking bones over
the matter) and Erskine Caldwell,
author, of many dirty books, was
to visit the campus. English pro:
fessors were informed by a columnist that "Odysseus was a zither enthusiast" among other
things. The editor concluded that
"Half a loaf is better than no vacation at all."
The third Summer Lobo announced that Cecilia Altuna won
the Zonta Club's $200 scholarship,
police said a drunk fell on the
ground after a chase and forgot
his name, and sports writer Bob
Kunkel picked the Tigers as best
in both leagues. Mrs. Hazel H.
Petty, Portales high school librarian, joined the library staff here.
The editors expounded on the
stridulating qualities of grasshoppers and suggested that the
female of the species are prominent ovipositors. Erskine Caldwell, author of many dirty books,
visited the campus.
The next issue reported the
North Texas Eagles winning the
golf tournament championship,
and two golf balls broke windows
in the men's new dormitory. Columnist Brooks Currey, now at sea
with the Navy, was at sea about
his new television set. "The Lone
Ranger is TV's best," he concluded.
The final enrollment tally for
the summer session was 1,877,
Registrar J. C. MacGregor announced on July 7. Dr. Lincoln
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Page Three
Smith Appointed
To Lecture in Law Magazine Polls
This Semester
Women on Mating
Dr. Ralph Carlisle Smith, an
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Stridulators, Zithers
Plague Summer Lobo

To the students of the Universi~y of New Mexico. . . .
We welcome you. . . . Do you
remember me? I'm sure most
of you do for I have sold you
merchandise at r e d u c e d
prices and I'm still doing it
at the new store at 3124 E .
Central.

ore .

•

TEXT BOOKS
,SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES
ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
NOTE BOOKS
FOUNTAIN
. . PENS

cts~

ON the
Terra.eo

enjoy our own ICE CREAM.

Former students Helen Hughes
and Walter Sloan are enrolled in
Mexico City College, according to
a communication from that institution. Miss Hughes is specializ~ng in art and Mr. Sloan is majoring in international relations.

. . • No Increase in Prices!

STUDENTSFACULTY
•

In Placement Bureau

Alums Study in Mexico

DELIGHTFUL DINING

Car

for your favorite BREAKFAST, or LUNCH and·

A recent V. A. extension of the
cut-off date for resuming training
under the G. I. Bill applies only
to veterans who had started their
schooling and who returned to
service.
t
But, the VA said, that ruling
does not apply to veterans who
had not started their schooling at
the time they returned to active
duty. The cut-off date of July 25,
1951 stands for those in this classification.
Veterans must actually be in
training by that time if they want
to continue in their schooling. The
only exception is for a reason beyond the veteran's control and going into active duty is under this
category.

the one ea~t of the President's
home. The other lot, south of the
gymnasium, and some of the
streets will be open for student
parking,
Sgt. Looney reco)llmends that
students park a few' blocks f~·om
the campus and walk to classes
for the first few weeks to pre.
vent tniffic jams on the parking
·
lots.
He urges dl·ivers to obey all
traffic rules on campus and warns
that the 15 m. p. h. speed limit
on campus will be strictly en·
forced. He also warned against
angle parldng on the campus. "It
is not allowed anywhere in the
city unless so indicated by signs,"
he added.

In Your

Gl Bill Extended
Sigler Replaces Prince '' For Vets on Duty

Russell K. Sigler has recently
been appointed director of the
UNM Placement Bureau replacing
Brad Prince who was called into
the service.
·
Prince was called-to active duty
·with the New Mexico National
Guard, last month.
Before his aJ>.pointment Sigler
was with the UNM Counseling
and Testing Services as a counselor and remedial reading instructor.

r
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"Our Salesmen ••. what more do you want!"
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SAGE. ADVICE
During the past week some 750 units of new blood for
UNiy.I have been going through processes of indoctrination
testmg, and touring which officially initiate them as student~
into this institution. These persons are more commonly
known as freshmen.
Today the freshmen begin the process of registration
along with all of those who have been here before and fro~
t~is, tim~ forward they will be as much a part of this UniverSity S existence as are those who have been here two, three,
four, and even more years
·
.
However, the freshmen are just beginning what will be
for mos~ of them an entirely new kind of life. Along with
everythmg ~lse the past week, they have heard many words
of ~age advice upon how to cope with this new situation in
which _they now fi~~ themselves At the risk of committing
the crime of t:epetltwn we would like to offer a small bit of
counsel to the freshmen ourselves:
(Before going on, we must say we realize, through painful personal experience, that the percentage of new students
.heeding ~hes.e words .will probably be rather low, although
we hope It Will be higher than it has in the past.)
. For the most part, the freshmen are going to find they
will !t.av~ a great deal more ~a-called free time than they
had .m high school. We hope It will not take them too long
to discover how much of this "free" time it is necessary to
use for study and preparation for classes.
After the new students have determined how much time
they have ~~ft after study, we hope they will carefully choose
1 and enter mto some extra-curricu~ar interest They w!ll find
t!lB;t UNM offers th~ chance to enJOY nearly any outside actlvtty one could thmk of through its many organizations,
teams and departments.
But we mus~ remind them that they cannot expect to be
here long to enJOY the various activities, if they are not at
least reasonably successful academically.
So with the sincere hope and confidence that all this year's
freshmen will be able, in the eyes of the University, to return
next year as sophomores, we welcome them as an important
part of our community.

r

VOL. FIFTY-THREE, NO. ONE ,
The time has arrived for the start of another year at

UN¥, and along with it the Daily Lobo published the first of

115Issues to appear between now and next June.
It is customary in the :first paper of the year for the editor~ to express nume~ous policies, objectives and ambitions
W~Ich they hope to brmg to pass during the year. We are not
gomg to do this. Instead we will wait and deal with each issue
and problem as it comes along.
_ Meantime we will concern ourselves with the job of puttm¥' ou~ the best college newspaper possible, the kind this
Umvers1ty deserves.

\
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F<?r the first tJme in many a year UNM will begirt a semeste_r without half 1ts male population cached away at Kirtland
Fiel?. It looks as ~hough the bus company is in for a decided
cut m revenue this year.
·
Mickey Cohen,notor.ious west-coast gambler, was ordered
o~t of nearly every town hE} entered during his recent auto
trip from Los Angeles to Chicago and back again. Seems that
he'll be a sure bet to win the "Man without a Country of
1950" title.
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DAILY CRl'P'l'OQUOTE-Here's how to work tt:
AXYDL~AAXR

lsLONGFELLOW
One letter almply stands. for another. In this example A Is usedfor the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Slngle letters, apos•
trophie!• the length and · formation ot the words are all hints,
Each day the code letters are dl1ferent.
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A Cryptogram Quotation
' LY
ZHl1,
FYO
·

QYM

Y

ITEF

PQ

GYPTC

RIT

GIZDLFTH
~FT

KFYRITFO,
OZRI

RIT

OTTB·
CYF·

Q.TEFC?-KF YOH Z HU.

Saturday's. Cryptoquote: AND LOVE MAY BE EXPELLED
BY OTHER LOVE, .AS POISONS ARE BY POISONS-DRYDEN.
}ll•trlbutcd by Klnr Featuru S)'ndlcatt
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DUDLEY AT UNM

by Bibler

tittle Man On C;unpus

by
JACK TOMLINS
Editor's Note: Dudley at
UNM will be a regular weekly
feature of the Daily Lobo appearing each Thursday.
Forward
I have long been of the opinion
that S\)meone ·should write an anlOWer to the Bobbsey Twin Series.
After carefully reading the 1902
and 1903 editions of the Joe Miller Joke Book, I am accepting· the
task myself. However, my books
are to be called the Dudley Series,
the first volume being printed under the title' Dudley at UNM. If
you are among those. readers who
feel that these chapters are completely lacking 'in research values,
undeceive yourself. Fifty yea1·s
hence they will be re-published
by the American Historical Society under the title "Student :C.ife
in the Middle Ages." ·
Genesis
While casually strolling around
the campus one afternoon I happened to pass the ivy-covered edifice which is the journalsm building. Like a revelation a wonderful new idea· flashed through my
brain: Why couldn't I too become
a great journalistic writer and
join the ranks of great minds that
had passed before me, such as
William Allen White, Louella Parsons, and. L. B. Wallerstein. With
a feverish gesture I· rushed headlong into the building and eage1·ly
clmbed the stairs to the office of
the editor, Wrong Van Horn. Outside his door I stopped and was
afraid to proceed, for a mighty
voice was echoing from within :
"I'. m gomg
. t o pu t <?Ut a newspaper
w1th guts; I'm gomg to replenish
all the vineyards of crushed
grapes; my newspaper is going
down as the leader of college journalism!" Sick inside, I realized
that I could never produce a
column that would attain such
world- shaking actomplishments,
but I did not surrender to my
fears. I bolted into the office.
The editor was paclng nervously around his desk screaming orders to his secretary, a thin sallow freshman clutching an unused 'stenographer's notebook •in
her hand. "We've got to fill up this
sheet. I need one more column, a
column that's got guts, one that
will make its readi;ng public sit
up and think." I coughed craftily.
The editor noticed me for the first
time. "Take off your hat when
you're standing in the shrine of a
newspaper office," he shouted to
me. I quickly removed my hat and
began relating my proposition, I
told him that I wanted to write a
column that had guts and would
ma_ke its reading public sit up and
think, one that would replenish
all the vineyards of crushed
grapes. A tear of resolution

trickled down my little cheek.
The editor eyed me like a hungry wolf, and an expression
crossed his face that made me
rel!lize he was formulating some
magnificent plan for me: He was
going to make me assistant editor
or maybe even business manager.
He asked for a sample of my
work. I pulled out a portfolio of
freshman themes and with trembling fingers handed him my favorite one, "Why I like UNM," a
saccharine 1·ecounting of a freshman's first days in his new surroundings. After reading my
work he purred, "From this I can
see you have a sweeping style, and
in the journalistc profession the
beginner must have first of all a
sweeping style." I kissed his hand
wi~h p,!ltitude. "Young man," he
sa1d, smce you have. a sweeping
style I'm going to let you clean out
my office on Tuesdays and Thursdays. In time I may let you contribute a column to my paper."
To say I was thrilled would be a
gross understatement. Only two
minutes before I had been a nobody, an unknown. Now I was a
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cog in the great wheel, one more
strong shoulder at the millstone.
I was crying convulsively. The
secretary was running her fingers
through my raven locks and. telling me if I took her to Oklahoma
Joe's I'd feel much better.
"This is my stenographer Miss
Freda Fringe; you two are going
to be seeing a lot of each other
in the future. I'm going over to
the SUB now, Miss Fringe, to
mingle with the great unwashed
and enrich their miserable lives
with my presence. I shall return
within the hour to continue my
mission in this institution, that is
to produce a college newspaper
that has guts, one that will replenish the great vineyards ..."
His voice trembled into nothingness as he disappeared down the
hall.
Pushing Miss Fringe off my lap
I squared my shoulders, clinched
m;v upper lip with resolution, and
w1th a brave, new expression in
my eyes, bravely facing the future, I picked up the broom and
dust cloth and set out upon my
journalistic career.

Seven Sororities End
Festive Rush We·ek;
145 Women Pledge
The seven national Greek sororities on campus added 145 members to their ranks Tuesday. The
pledging of these girls brought to
a close a week of intensified ac.
tivity with a total of 24 parties
given by each sorority.
Rushing is a traditional part of
sorority life at UNM. It was setup by Pan-hellenic to enable the
members of each sorority to decide the girls they would like to
ask into membership. It also allows ample opportunity for the
girls being rushed to pick the
group with which they will be
happy. The list of the new pledges
is as follqws:
Alpha Chi Omega
Pat Anderson, Ottawa, Ill.; Jo
Ann Drake, Mosquero, N. M.; Letitia Kleinhans, Santa Monica,
Calif.; June McDorman, Artesia,
N. M.; Jo Ann Winkler, Denver,
Colo.; Gloria Walsh, Phoenix,
Ariz., and Diane Davis, Ann Eggers, Jean Luttrell, Sue Neibel,
Jackie Shleppey, Marcia Whelan,
Beverly Williams, and Mary McWhorter, Albuquerque. Repledged
was Jane Ann Marshall, Clovis,
N.M..
Alpha Delta Pi
Marty Beverstock, Farmington,
N. M.; Noel Burgbacher, San Marino, Calif.; Judy Hahn, Denver,
Colo.; Peggy Hamilton, La
Grange, Ill.; Joan Haven, North
Hollywood, Calif.; Genevieve Hubbard, Raton, N. M.; Marilyn
Hutchins, Silver City, N. M.;
Mary Louise Mayer, Wilmette,
Ill.; Barbara McCiintoclc, San Bernal·dino, Calif.; Harriet Nickle,
Joliet, Ill.; Mary Russell, Winslow,
Ariz.; Lee Shields, Lake Bluff, Ill.;
Janie Whiting, Loveland, Colo.,
and Sandra Brown, Carol Dyson,
Ann Jackson, Betty Sue Rosse,
Norma Shockey, Joan Staner, Kay
Staner, Dorothy Swain and Mary
Ann Woolman, Albuquerque. Repledged was Jane Rowan, Palo
Alto, Calif.
Chi Omega
Patsy Morrow and Ann Denton,
Raton, N. M.; Jean Walpole, Santa Rosa, N, M.; Mary Ellen Smith,
Peoria, Ill.; Sue Izzard, Santa Fe,
N. M.; Gleanna Richards, Amarillo, Texas; Dana Bodie and
Barbara Vinson, Hobbs, N. M.;
Peggy Grove, Boise, Idaho; Bar·
bara Huntington, Farmington, N.
M., and Kay Nail, Barbara Davidson, George .Ann Stone and Mary
Craig, Albuquerque. Repledged
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Mary Burke, Albuquerque.
Delta Delta Delta
Susie Burnham, Hemet, Calif.;
Lemae Clisbee and Barbara
Wri~ht, Lovington, N. M,; Pat
DaVIs, Glenn Ellyn, Ill.; Donna
Jean Gerdeman, Las Vegas, N. M.;
Martha Greer and Harriet Riebe
Santa Fe, N. M.; Jeannette Wil~
lard,. Espan~la, N. M.; Ella Hull
Ha;rns, Peol'la, Ill.; Debbie Keefe,
ChiCago, Ill.; Barbara Jean McLean, Lynn Center, Ill.; Patricia
Hopkins and .Kay Spurling, Santa
Barbara, Calif;; Carol Ramsay
Los Angeles, Cali:f.; Susan Bush~
nell, Winnetka, Ill., and Carolyn
Benton, Pauline Castle, Helen Cox
Patricia Cox, .Jean Feak, Su~
Gray, Audre Hopson, Barbara·
L~ferink, .Nancy, Nesbitt, Nancy
Limbaugh, Ann Mulcahy, Nita
Mulcahy and Jean Miller, Albuquerque. Repledged were: Bonnie
Dean, Willard, N. M., Majel Fritz,
Moline, Ill. and Jeanne Shatsby
Silver City, N. M.
'
Kappa Alpha Theta
Mary Chauvenet, Marjorie Hes- ·
ter and Jennette Stanton, Santa
Fe, N. M.; Mary. Locke Davis,
Peoria, Ill.; Martha Mastellar and
Suz.anne Murray, South Pasadena,,
Cahf.; Judy Thompson, Salinas
Calif.; Holly Adler, Winnetka,
and Jacqueline Cox, Jean Douglass, Martha Hill, Betsy McCullough, Nancy Pence and Mqna
Phillippi, Albuquerque. Repledged
were: Jackie Byron, Denver, Colo.·
Alpha Stidham, Amarillo, Texa~
and Joyce Sode1·berg, Chicago, Ill.
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Rowena Berkshire, Estancia, N.
M.; Beverly Boden, Kilgore, Tex.;
Jerri Burran, Clovis, N. M.; Linda
Chess, San Marino, Calif.; Gladys
Cline, Denve1•, Colo.; Betty Jo
Dowdle, Deming, N. M.; Mary
Garvey and J anene Graham, Santa Fe, N. M.; Noel Grant, Midland,
Texas; Romaine Roche, El Paso,
Texas; Olivia Smith, Carlsbad, N.
M. apd ~nna Claire Balling, Marilyn Chl'lsty, Sandra Eggert, Miriam Grishwold, Betty Jean Hall,
Joan Harrington, Barbara Jensen,
Kay Mosher, Janice Nusbaum,
Nancy Reynolds, Patty Springer
and Alice Welch, Albuquerque.
Repledged were: Sara Jane Cudabac, Barbara Griffin, Lou Ann
Leonard and Martha Ange, Albuquerque; Reina de Castro, Santa
Fe; N, M. and Jacqueline Moore,
Fresno, Calif.
Pi Beta Phi
Virginia Cochrell, San Leandro,

m:
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Calif.; Diane Davis, San Marino,
Calif.; Dorothy Dodge, San Diego,
Calif.; Pat Fleck, Durango, Colo.;
Patsy Ann Lee, El Paso, Texas;
Norma Mannatt, Pampa, Texas;
Mary Maule, Pasadena, Calif.;
Nancy Murray and Suzanne Johnstone, South Pasadena, Calif.;
Nora ·Peterson, Kerrville, Texas;
Diane Hallbeck, Omaha, Neb.;
Ruth Taylor, San Francisco,
Calif.; Kathryn Snell, Phoenix,
Ariz.; J o Ann Johnson, Artesia, N.
M.; Kay Westfall, Carlsbad, N.
M.; Suzanne Schmidt, Amarillo,
Texas and Barbara Buck, Louie
Burleson, Mary Jo Calloway, Letitia Creveling, Barbara Jane Cunningham, Jane Ann Disque, Joan
Powney, Jackie Pe1·kinson, Jo
Ann Stryker, Jacquelyn Wallace,
Margaret Wang and Alice Woodward, Albuquerque. Repledged

asaldiUstle

were: Greta Lucas, Santa Cruz,
Calif,; Sue Sutton, Suisun, Oalif.;"
Melba Thompson, Raton, N. M.
and Marcelline Kimbrell, Albuquerque.
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If it's NEWS call the
Daily Lobo at 2-6523

For All Your Jewelry Needs
Diamonds- Watches~ Jewelry
GUARANTEED-WATCHMASTER
RATED- WATCH REPAIRS
B!!ad Restringing- Jewelry Repairing- Engraving

FREE!!

We will furnish a gold chain and connect pinsfor an newly pinned students

-2314 E. CENTRAL-

Ph Blocks East of Campus

Summer fastidiousness calls for
regular cleaning
of all your summer wear. Keep
trim, fresh, and
cool with our topnotch sel'VlC1Rg.
Call us today!

WELCOME BACK !!

UNIVERSITY
CLEANERS
Welcomes You Back

1800 E. Central

• • .Voice of the Students
Dorm Distress
Dear Editor:
The University of New Mexico
is one of the least privately endowed Universities in the U. S. A.
Why is it that once a student
leaves or graduates from UNM
that the University never holds a
soft place in his pocketbook? ;~'he
answer is simple.
To cite an instance, this last
summer I wns fortunate enough
to be able to come to Albuquerque
for two separate week-enils; but
unfortunately finances were pret-ty scarce. Now I know that the
University of Arizona and New
Mexico A & M. will give an alumnus a place to stay for a night or
two without charge whenever an
alumnus happens to be in town.
In fact I have yet to hear of a
University. which does not offer
that courtesy.
The men's. new dorm looked
good to me. Here it was in the
middle of summer with just a few
summer students staying there.
Surely there would be a vacant
room that a regular student could
use for the night at a reasonable
charge!
Mr. Harelson's answer1 . sorry
that; I cannot quote· all of it. "We
do make an attempt to find l'oom
for some of our old residents at
!;he dorm. There is one sitting in
the _lounge now. His petition is
here .on my desk, in advisement.
•.. We do notintend to run competition with the hotels and mqtels here in Aibuquerque.''
The El Fidel was comfortable,
but a little .expensive. Some day
w!ten ~ have my millions, hotel~
Will st1ll be comfortable, but endowments to nty old alma mater
may be a little too expensive.
Sincerely yours,
Robert Kayrte.

'

WINTHRoP·s

Tailored Tips
These stout fellas "measure. every way ••• streamup" 1n
lined good looks, easy
going comfort, longer
lasting quality. Come
in for your
''fitting" real soon.

'

A TRIP TO MANDELL-DREYFUSS
MENSWEAR DEPARTMENT
0

Start out the new season looking your best in a completely new wardrobe chosen from our complete selections of fine, all wool suits and topcoats. Y ou'Il like
our offerings • • • you'll like our service , • • and
you'll like our prices, too.
·
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAYAWAY

WINTHROP

SUITS $37.50 TO $55.00

SHOES

TOPCOATS $35.00 TO $49.50

Paris Shoe Store

Tweed • :· Houndtooth • :- Gabardine • :· Covert • ;. Fleece

307 W. Central

•

•
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JOB-PORTUNITJES

Russell K. Sigle~·. newly appointed director of the UN,M
Placement Bureau, reported this
'Yeek .that a, large number of parttime JObs are now available to students through his office.
. The Placement Bureau is maintained by the University as an aid
to students and alumni in obtaining both full and part-time employment. Its offices are now located in the building behind Carlisle
gymnasium along with the Counseling and Testing Services.
Sigler said letters were recently
sent out to more than 3300 prospective employers for JJart-time
jobs in Albuquerque and that returns from these letters have been
good, "We expect that more students will be placed in this type
of job than ever before," Sigler
added.
Among the jobs the Placement
Bureau has available for parttime workers are the following:
shoe salesman, grocery store manager (morning), hotel deck clerks
(night), bell hops, fiilling station
attendants, and njght janitor at
the municipal airport.
In the line of full-time employment the Bureau has received a
number of requests for Business
Administration and Engineering
graduates. Calls for secretaries
proficient in typing and takiDg
dictation have also been numerous.
Sigler urged all students wllo
wish part-time employment to
come in now and fill out a :registration form. Prospective Fehn~-

..

-~__:

ary, graduates are also u1·ged to
visit the Bureau soon for infl>rmation on full-time positions which
will be available early in 1951.

27 New Members
.Added to Faculty
Twenty-seven new faculty faces
will be seen tllis year in UNM
classrooms. The staff has been increased. by 10 professors and 17
instructors.
The visiting professors are
Hans Lan.,.<re, who will direct the
civic symphony and teach violin,
and Mad.."!.line Nichols, specialist
on the South Amer:il~an gaucho,
will be on the history faculty.
Daniel M. Smith, Jr., will be associate professor in business administration. and Robert E. Dahnert will direct the University's
marclrlng band as assistant profes._«or in the music deparLn1ent.
Ofil.t'.r new assistant professors
are: Lenis: S'. Gerber, University
pb_~cian; John R. Green, physics;
Rolf 0. !Iuhbe, classics; James H.
YcBaili, speech; Kathleen McCann, eit-menta:cy education, and
I.~hfun H.. Johnson, who will be
with the Bdministration for semeste!rii.
New instructors are: Owen T.
-~ng. law; Cecil LeRoy
Brown, civil engineering; Harry
W. Gates, electrical engineering;

If you're a sports fan you'll want a copy of this
vest pocket size book on important sports facts and
other data. It's the world's biggest little book!

'
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Harlan Harrison, economics; Edward L. Hauswald, business administl·ation; Luella Heimerdinger, lib:.:ary science·; Walter Hook,
art; Edward G. Lueders, English;
Melvin J. Mateyka, histo!'Yi Barbara McCain, women's Jlhysical
ed11cation; Clayton M. Melby, architectul·al engineering; Joseph
W. Rigney, psychology; Robert
Schrandt, mathematics; Richard
R. Slater, electrical engineering;
Sabine Ulibarri, moderp languages; Robert A. Zeller, Jr., geology, and Betty Braham, new assistant dean of women.

It has often been remarked that
an American course of collegiate
education extends over a field that
would occupy a man of good abilities forty years to master; but a
student is supposed to t1·avel over
it in three or four years; and he
may have traveled over it; but it
is with the same advantage as
some of our fashionable London
loungers travel over Switzerland
and Italy.
-Sir Charles Murray

Registration Schedule
THURSDAY

8:45- 9:45
9:45-10:45
10:45-11:45
11:45-12:45
12:45- 1:45
1:45- 2:45

---------------------------------- 1- 400
-------------------------------~-- 401- 800
---------------------------------- 801-1250
----------------------------------1251-1700
----------------------------------1701-2150
----------------------------------2151-2600

FRIDAY:

8:45- 9:45
9:45-10:45
10:45-11:45
11:45-12:45

----------------------------------2601-3050
----------------------------------3051-3500
-------------------------··--------3501-4000
.,: _________________________________ 4001-4500

12:45- 1:45 ----------------------------------4501-5000
1:45- 2:45 ----------------------------------50.01-

•

WELCOME • • •
BOTH OLD AND NEW STUDENTS

•

A World of Info
· -at Your Finger Tips

_, ---------· - <··--·· __ , ___ _

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
is ready to completely furnish you with the books and
supplies, before classes start, quickly and correctly.
FOR LESS WAITING
Immediately after you register, your class schedule,
properly filled O}Jt. will enable us to fill your requirements
properly.
f
DO NOT DELAY

WE HAVE THE OFFICIAL
BOOK AND SUPPLY LIST

r

The North and South Upper Lounges in the East wing
of the Student Union Building are being utilized so that
students may be served promptly ·

HERE'S HOW TO GET THE BEST SERVICE:
Please enter the South door to the lounge, and proceed through to the North end where you will be checked
out. You will find books departmentalized; secure your requirements from each department. Serve yourself with such
items as notebooks, paper, pencils, composition books, etc.,
located down the center aisle, BEFORE CHECKING OUT.

~

# M·

it'sther~~

LITTLE BLUE· BOOK
This compact, 3 x 4 inch encyclopedia contains 172
pages of 'information every fellow likes to know.
Stop in real soon and ask for the 1950 edition of
the Varsity-Town LITTLE BLUE BOOK. Come

to the clothing department •••

IT'S YOURS FREE.
"

I

'1950 Mirages ·still
Being Given Out
Copies of the 1950 Mirage are
still available to students who
were not able to get them last
spring, it was announced today by
Mirage Editor Bob Colgan.
The yearbooks may be had by
bringing paid-up 1949-50 activity
tickets to the Mirage office in the
Journalism building. Colgan reported tentative office hours would
be Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 9 to 9:45 a. m. and 11 to
11:45 a.m.
Colgan said pJans for the 1951
Mirage were already well under
way as he issued a call for persons interested in working on the
'51 staff. Three editorial position~
are open as well as many other
vacant staff posts,
A staff meeting is set for Sept.
23 at 1 p. m. in the Mirage office,
Colgan annourtced.

Have VQu Got The Word Vet?
The latest word on pinnings:
Pat Qar!:'ol Phi Pelt stepped ofl,'
the bus from Texas to repin Margie Barton, Kappa K a p p a
Gamma,
Jenks Jenkins, Theta is still
wearing the Kappa Sig Crescent
of David Gay-He is with the
nayy somewhere in the South
Pacific,
·
Bill Dismuke, .SAE, wasted no
time giving Sue Kenw1>rthy, Pi
Phi, his pin.
We are sorry to hear that Carrie Williams, Pi Phi, and Vince
Ulatowskie, Phi Delt, drifted apart
over the summer-they are both
wonderful kids.
Some sororities' budgets were
hit rather heavily when "it came
to gettin?; red paint off their
houses. It isn't fair to the girlsso please refrain.
There have been· so many marriages during the summer that one
is almost led to believe the idea
is a contagious one. From the hapPY faces it appears that many
people .are a lot happier than they
have ever been before. To list a
few-.
Sally Shockley, T.heta, to Clois
Edwards Dudgeon; Sue Williams,
OhiO, to Kenny Hart, SAE; Lois
eed, OhiO, to Don Chilcott, SAE;
Jerry Callaway, ADPi, to Don
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Lambda Chi; Jean Schmechel to
Edward Abbey (Editor of the
Thunderbird)

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS - ~ We hope ymt had a great summer and are
glad to be back - - - - We want you to know
that we're still that "Friendly Gang" at the·
drug store across from the campus Waiting
to serve you with your every drug need - ... COME TO SEE US - - - YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME

106 S. Buena Vista
WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS
We're here to serve you from 7:30 AM. until
11:00 P.M. with

GIANT THICI{ MALTS
SUPER DELUX HAMBURGERS
HOME COOKED PLATE LUNCHES
AND A VARIETY OF SANDWICHES

Sweatersmarties

•

Among the residents at the
men's new dormitory are 28 Okinawan exchange students, Mrs.
Maud Davis, housemother, said.
She added that the dormitory is
about filled. The regular Wednesday night dances sponsored by the
dormitory will start next week she
said.

Get

We have fresh rc;;lls, donuts
and pies every day

Hep

to

He/en
Harper's
newest

AGAIN

collection

\

•

•
Veterans: Please fill out Book Card-and Sign

**

before entering store

•
•
For your convenience we will be open all day Saturday, Sept. 16th.
•
1949 Pr,ice in 1950
If you don't find what you want, ask for it. We have it.

BEST SELECTION·
AUTHENTIC STYLING

~II

As featured in

e MADEMOISELLE
e SEVENTEEN
e HARPER'S BAZAAR
SPORTSWEAR
MAIN FLOOR

Hart Schaffner & Marx • Louis Roth • J. Capps • DunbarKeith • Arrow • Van Heusen • Hathaway • McGregor
Barclay • Jantzen • Lee • Knox • Stetson • Lord Jeff
Interwoven • Superba • Coopers

Classic set with all-over
cable stitch. Of 100o/'o virgin wool, superfine gauge
French spun zephyr with
double 'looped neckline. Mix
and match . with . all your
sweaters. Sizes 34 to 40.
SLIPOVER --------- 3.98
CARDIGAN -------- 5.98

e THE PLACE TO GO FOR BRANDS YOU KNOW

UNIVI:RSITY BOOK STORI:
ARCHIE WESTFALL, MGR.

I

Ziegler; osalie Spafford, Tri-Delt,
to Bart Cox, Pi KA; Lucille Lee,
AdPi, to Ed Fallen, Lambda Chi;
Jane White, Pi Phi, tp Jim Ingham, U, S. A~my; Joan Grisham,
ADPi, to Stewart MacDonald,

The Mirage Fountain &·Grill

28 Okinawans Enroll

SORRY NO PHONE

•

< .

issued to all students to visit the
Aquiila::l, Newman Center. Father
Goggins said that a special service
for Blessing and Dedicating the
Center would be held at 10 the
moming of September 2.4 with
Arclibishop Byrne officiating. Open house will follow a luncheon
±'or the clergy at. 2 p. m.

By Marge Helper ..

are depleted.

REGULAR STORE HOURS, 8:30 TO 5:00

·~.

The Archbishop of Santa Fe1
Most Rev. Edwin B. Byrne, announces the opening of a new center for Catholic students at 1815
Las Lomas near the campus.
. Rev. Byrne stated that the former Sigma Chi fraternity house
had been bought and extensively
remodeled for the opening of the
fall session at the University.
He said that, with the help of
the Albuquerque chapter of the
National' ·Council" of Catholic
Women, the. building has been re.
painted in ml)dern design and refurnished .at the cost of approximately $30,000.
Rev. Ralph Damian Goggins, 0,
P., S. T. Lr., J.C.B., is already on
the job as chaplain assisted by
. Rev. John I. Reardon, 0. P.; A.B.,
Ph.L.
Father Goggins, who has been
associated with Newman work over a period of years, comes to the
University directly from Dominican College, Racine, Wis., where
he taught religion and philosophy.
Father Reardon has been at the
Dominican House of Studies, River Forest, Ill., a Pontifical School
of Philosophy, to which he will
later return to finish work on• his
Doctor of Philosophy.
The campus house, named the
Aquinas Newman Center, will offer to .Catholics and the general
student body a complete religious,
cultural and social program similar to those set up by off-campus
groups, The chapel, dedicated to
St. Thomas Aquinas, patron of
Catholic educational institutions,
has already scheduled, beginning
Sunday1 September 17, four Sunday ana two daily masses.
Father Goggins said that daily
evening devotions would be held
at 7:30 with other Catholic ceremonies scattered throughout the
week.
The cultural .program of Aquinas hall will consist of class lectm·es by the two chaplains in religion, philosophy, moral and dogmatic theology, scripture, liturgy
and history, institution and constitution of the Catholic Church.
Other attractions include special
lectures by visiting speakers, book
reviews, educational films, and
round-table discussions.
Father Goggins stressed the
fact that the modern lounge is
available for socials, together with
facilities for serving refreshments
and luncheons.
He said that board and room
would be available for approximately 20 men in the Aquinas hall
at current University rates.
A general invitation has been

The Word

•
Our stock is complete; but come early before supplies

MEN'S SHOP,

~

New Catholic Center to Open
·On Campus: Services Sunc!ay

s:

Uptown
NOll HILL CENTER

Two Complete Stores

Store Hours 9:00 a tn. to 5:30 p. tn.

Downtown
CElNTRAL at THIRD

301 WEST CENTRAL

PHONE 3-1795

. •,1. {
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DAllY LOBO

DeGroot Gives Assistants the Word

THE NEW MEXICO

• • •

'/liLY

SPORTS
PAUL SHODAL, Editor

VOL. LUI

'

Varsity Tearn Shows Lobos Member
Of Skyline Eight:
Potent Offensive Still
Belong to BC
In lntrasquad Tilt .
.

More than 5,000 fans elbowed
their way into Zimmerma11 · stadium Tuesday night to watch Dud
~eGroot's varsity take an evenmg-long offensive against Willis
Barnes highly touted freshman
squad.
·
The old men moved almo'st at
will against the young and eage1'
Pups, who have been practicing
less than a week. The varsity
moved through the air and on the
ground with equal effectiveness.
On more than one occasion the upperclassmen threw thunderous
blocks in the line and open field
to pave the way for long gains
by Lobo backs.
John Hutchins, Chuck Hill,
Roger Cox, Herbie Hughes, Gene
Brock, and Bob Cooke looked good
in the running department while
Milton Price and Manny Orosco
found the range with their aerials.
Capt. Wilson Knapp, Bill Speer
and Marvin Matheny were on the
receiving end of most of the
tosses.
On one of Knapp's touchdown
jaunts, Hill cut down two would
be tacklers in open field with one
block.
The varsity, operating entirely
off the double wing formation,
were effective on all their plays,
particularly off~tackle smashes.

Regents to Discuss
New Building Plans

'I

'II

~\

The University Regents wiU
hold their first meeting of the new
school year at 10 a.m. today.
Judge Sam G. Bratton, Regent
chairman, said that John Gaw
Meem, UNM architect from Santa
Fe, is expected to make a progress
report on plans and specifications
for the proposed new chemistry
and biology buildings. At a previous meeting the Regents authorized Meem to proceed with
drawing up plans for the construction of the science buildings.
The Regents are due to consider
today the naming of two new
board members to the governing
body of the Harwood Foundation
at Taos, Judge Bratton said.
Among other business to come
before the board is study of the
plot of the 160 acres of land
owned by the institution north and
east of the State Fair grounds.
Last item on the agenda is approval of five new faculty contracts.

I
!I

!

WA;N~D-Student. to occupy
sem1-pnvate room at 318 S. Terrace. 3 blocks from U. Private
entrance. !lath shared with 2 other
students. Extra room for loafing
or study. Light, airy and convenient at $25.

The University of New Mexico
became a member of the Mountain
States Athletic Conference on
June 10 of this year. At the s'ame
time, Montana State University,
formerly a member of the Pacific
Coast Conference, also became a
member of the circuit, often
called the Skyline Eight.
The addition of the two schools
brought to eight the number in
the conference, the others being:
University of Denver, Colorado A
& M, University of Utah, Utah
State, University of Wyoming
and lll'igham Young University.
Athletic Director Berl Huffman
hopes to have at least five of these
members on the Lobo football
schedule in 1951. llasketball participaticm will begin with the
1951-52 season.
The Lobos, now a member of
the Border Intercollegiate Conference, have been certified for
championship contention until the
end of this school year by the
other Border Conference members.
The Skyline Eight has long been
noted for its strength in basketball, but is just now coming into
its own as a football power. Many
experts believe the Border Conference is stronger in football and
track With the Skyline holding the
edge in basketball.

Band's Drill Master
Asks for Majorettes
It isn't every day that UNM
converts someone from the enemy
camp. ~ut that's just what's hap.pened smce a new drill master and
drum major, John Large, came
on the scene.
The student body had a look at
John when he spun his baton at
hali-time in the Tempe-Lobo football game last season. John was
then a sophomore at Tempe where
he was commanding officer and
drum major for the R.O.T.C. band
unit.
Now a vo~al art music major
here, John has a long list of baton
work behind him. He studied under professional baton artist Duke
Miller, was state baton twirling
champion of Arizona, and has had
a great deal of experience as a
baton teacher. He will hold a contest in baton twirling for high
school students at the New Mexico
state fair this year, said Robert E.
Dahnert, new marching band director.
Dahnert said that he wants to
see experienced majorettes interested in joining the band, They
will march ahead of the band and
take part in formations, he added.

The Thought
That Counts
We at Bari Floral;.
wish both the old
and new students
a successful
school year.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK • • •
.
Gardenias --------·-------------------------$1.0'0

LOBO
No.2

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1950

First: Day l:nrollment: Tot:als 1792
' I .
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LOBO BOARD OF STRATEGY discusses methods of operation for the coming football
Gathered around Hea~ Coach Dudley DeGroot, third from left, are left to right: Bob
T1tchenal, backfield coach, Ribs Baysinger, line coach, and George Petrol, end coach, (Photo
courtesy of ;Albuquerque Journa'I)
s~ason.

Sports Wheel
~--ByPAULSHODATL---~

As Campus Minister
.

The new director of . student
Christian work, succeeding Rev.
Henry Hayden, is Lucian C. Wilson, who has just completed seven
years as general secretary of the
Northwestern University YMCA.

Lobos' Football Schedule
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

23
30
7
14

ARIZONA STATE (Flagstaff)*
ARIZONA STATE (Tempe)*
NEW l~IEXICO AGGIES*
WEST TEXAS STATE*
21 TEXAS WESTERN*
28 UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
4 UNIVERSITY 0 FARIZONA* .
11 ARMY
18 BRADI;EY UNIVERSITY
25 TEXAS TECH*
* Conference game

8:00
HOME
8:00
TEMPE
8.:00
HOME
8:00
AMARILLO
8:00
HOME
2:00
LARAMIE
2:00
HOME**
2:00
WES.TPOINT
. HOME
2:00.
2:30
LUBBOCK
** Homecoming

Without blowing anyone completelY: aro~:md Jhe block, and in
dead smcerity, 1f for the one and
only time, Sports Wheel is very
happy to see so many of the old
hands back in the saddle and
l'arin' to ride through another
jumpy siesta. To the slightly terrific looking Freshmen (and we know when you have it; others
through the mail f>n both pro and
call them freshmen for lack of a
con subjects. Once again, WELworse name) we extend a hearty will know when you don't.
"howdy pardner." Fling your duds
Here's hoping this sheet will be COME BACK and here we go.•••
in the bunkhouse, shake off your worth watching this year. We will
September 14, 1950
confusion as quickly as possible · always be glad to hear from you
Page Eight
and settle down to what many believe will be a new regime in New
Mexico University life.
.
Along with what is hoped will
be a top grade 100-piece Lobo
marching Band, a new drum major that knows what batons are
for, new bleachers in Zimmerman
field,. eager cheer leaders and an
Business Administration
insignificant item entitled "New
Clerical
Accounting
Football Coaching Staff" comes a
Secretarial
crop of newcomer athletes, who,
C.P.A. Coaching
Stenographic
along with Lobo veterans, wm
Bookkeeping
Business
Machines
seek the novelty of making a football team the school may be proud
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.
of, rather than what happens in
APPROVED
FOR TRAINING VETERANS
most instances, the football team
Strong Faculty, Thorough Courses, Excellent Equipment, Sue•
trying to be proud of the school.
Let's not let the poison that
cessful Placement. Investigate the many advantages of this
makes for poor school spirit get
school and convince yourself of its superiority
started this year. Some say a good
football team will be the best antidote. That may be part of it, but
there are other things that make
a good University, and one of
~hem is to be proud you're a memFOR SECRETARIES
ber of its student body, even if its
805 West Tijeras Ave. ACCREDITED
Telephone 2-0674
strongest sport is ping pong.
This tiny tidbit of school spirit
Albuquerque, New Mexico
probably won't be the last you wil~
Send for Catalog
get this year, but the general term
"school spirit" means more than
Narne and Address-----------------------------------------just yelling at football games. It's
an intangible thing and you'll

REGISTER NOW for FALL AND
WINTER COURSES

Western School

••• Try Our New
Added Feature •••

,~

--

SPECIALISTS

For more than 25 years, we have assisted students of the University in financial matters.
For your convenience, we will be happy to
open an account in your name.

Wash and Stretch
Your

Come in for your FREE map of Albuquerque

Let Our

Rev~ lucian C. Wilson U Association Says
All 'Students' Out
Gets Appointment Of Draff Till June·
All male students of draft age
are safe from induction until June
1951, the end of the academic
year, according to a circular letter just received at the Student
Affairs office from the Association
o£ Land. Grant Colleges and Uni. versities.
The circular further said students would be deferred only as ·
long as they remain in school in
good standing, and that a student's being in the upper or lower
half of his class is no longer of
any consequence to the draft.
Confusion reigned yesterday as ;registration got under
However, the letter emphasized way for Semester I, 1950-1951. Pictured above is just a small
that students suspended for either part of the crowd that surged into Carlisle gymnasium on
academic or disciplinary reasons, the first day of the big sign-up. When registration closes this
or withdrawing from school in any afternoon it is estimated that 4400 will have enrolled. (Daily
.
man:ner, would be subject to im- Lobo photo by George Kew)
mediate il}duction if their numbers have come up. Students on
probation will be considered in
good standing in the eyes of selective service officials.
The letter states, "Under the
present law any student enrolled
for a regular academic year and
The new $750,000 classroom will have •a front and an east and
called for induction under selective service shall have his induc- building, under construction be- west entrance with an elevator
tion postponed until the end of the hind Carlisle gym, is due for com- provided for persons not able to
academic year or until he ceases pletion on June 1, 1951, K. L. climb stairways.
The main floor on the elttreme
satisfactorily to pursue his college House of the K. L. House Con"
west will have a small auditorcourse( whichever is earlier. If the struction Co. s~:~id yeste~;day.
facts of enrollment) are presentThe construction company, suc- ium for special lectures. or overed to the local boards, the board cessful bidders for the 40 room flow classes.
has no alternative but to postpone classroom structure, will do the
induction until the end of the entire job.
academiC' year."
The two.story building, conAll further information on se- structed in keeping with the 40
lective service regulations will other modified pueblo-type edifices
come to UNM through the Stu- on campus, will face north toward
UNM students as well as town
dent Affairs office in the Adminis- Yatoka, the Administration build- people now have the opportunity
ing,
and
the
Library.
tration building. Any students
to learn Russian. Mrs. Mary M.
wishing information about the
It will extend from Villagra, the Barrett is teaching a class under
draft should go to that office.
campus extension of Yale Avenue, the extension division.
Dr. Sherman E. Smith, director to Quivira, the Terrace and lluena
Classes will start September 25,
of student affairs, said he also had Vista extension north of Central. and will be held from 7 to 9 p. m.
The
building
will
:face
Coronado
some information on delaying inevery week night except Mondays.
duction for student reservists who on the north.
Additional
information may be
Set up to accommodate classes
have received their orders.
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New Classrooms ...

Building to Be Done by June

Rev. Wilson
Born in Troy, Ala., he was
graduated from Springfield College, Springfield, Mass., with a
B.S. degree. He received his M.A.
degree from Oberlin College, 0.,
and another M.A. degree in education and counseling from Teachers' College, Columbia University.
He received his B.D. degree from
Union Theological Seminary, New
York.
Mr. Wilson has had experience
with tl1e student YMCA in China,
Japan, Switzerland atld in the
Middle Atlantic states. He was
director of the united religious
program at the University of
Maine, in which four national
church boards pat·ticipated, along
with the YMCA and YWCA.
Other. experience includes staff
work with the Broadway Congregational Church in New York
City and secretarial duties with
the YMCA at Miami UniversitY,
Oxford, 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, who arrived here last week, will reside
at 612 N. University, starting
their work on campus this semester.

Instruction in Russian
To Be Off.ered at UNM

Correction

Students from Okinawa . ••
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SECOND & CENTRAL
"Albuquerque,s Oldest and Largest llank
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The island of Okinawa is the
land from which these 28 young
rrten ·came to begin studies at the
University. They are shown here

WEATHER
Today will be fair and warmer
with rising temperatures in the
afternoon. High today will be 84.
Low tonight, 36 in the valley and
48 in the heights.

T-23 Is Scene of Alarm
Three fire engines answered ari.
alarm given from women's barracks T-23 yesterday at 9 a.m.
Firemen reported that the trouble
was caused by a short in an electric iron and that no actual blaze
resulted.

Swabbies Soil Pacific This Summer

ALBUQUERQUE
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UNM's first day of registration
for Semester I, 1950-11)51 yesterday netted a total of 1792 students, the Registrar's office reported last night.
With the regular enrollment period ending today, about 40 per
cent of the expected grand total
was registered on the first day.
Geographically yesterday's total found New Mexico re&idents
leading with 1170 enrolled. There
were 582 out-of-state students and
40 more from foreign lands.
GI's accounted for only about
one-third of the 1792 with 579
signing up. Of these 23 were
women veterans. 1213 civilians
were registered.
Once again men outnumbered
women by a little less than a
three-to-one ratio, 1297 to 495.
By classes, freshmen 1 e a' d
Thursday's total with 574. Sophomores numbered 343; juniors, 396;
and seniors, 312. There were 10
unclassified students and 20 specials.
The break-down according to
colleges put Arts and Sciences
ahead with 476. Other figures
found Engineering with 289, Business Administration with 233,
Education with 330, Fine Arts
with 120, General College with
155, Pharmacy with 54, Uraduate
School with 105, and Law with 30.
Most of the remaining p_ersons
intending to enroll at the University this fall will complete registration today, although late registrants will be signing up for the
next two weeks.

Anchors Aweigh .•.

Lace Curtains
DIXIE
PATRIOTS
laundry

Registration Closes
Late Today As Meno
Pass Women, 3 to 1

with
Stanley Newman, anthropology professor, who is their
advisor. They have taken tests
from the Counseling and Testing

Service and have enrolled for
classes. I(Photo courtesy Albu·
querque T1·ibune).

by Reed Porter
The Pacific cruise participated
in by the sophomore and senior midshipmen from UNM's NROTC
unit this summer was interrupted
by the outbreak of . the Korean
War. Beginning their cruise in
San Francisco with an aircraft
carrier, the lladoeng Straits, a
heavy cruiser, the St. Paul, and
four .destroyers, they returned
there six weeks later with only
four destroyers.
The junior midshipmen started
their summer training at Pensacola Naval Air Training Station,
Florida, and then moved to Little
Creek, Virginia for training in
amphibious operations.
The six ships of the Pacific
cruise unit sailed from Treasure
Island, in San Francisco Bay, on
June 19 bound for Hawaii. The
swab jockies spent the working
hoUl'S of their joumey to Hawaii
in . "cleaning details," gunnery
drills, and classes. The evenings of
those not standing wathes were
free fo1• 1·ecreation, such as movies which ·were shown every night.
A smokel· participated in by the
midshipn'len and the crew was also
held aboard each ship.
After. eleven days they arrived
in the land of hulu hulu girls.
During their stay the boys were

entertained at a dance by some of
the girl students from the University of Hawaii. The facilities of
the Officers' Club at Pearl Harbor
were open· to the middies.
Because of the Korean War tha
carrier had to leave Hawaii two
days ahead of the other ships and
proceed to San Diego. After five
days at the rifle range and fire
fighting schools the midshipmen
from the carrier went aboard the
five other ships which had then
arrived in San Diego. The "six
week sailors" enjoyed several
days liberty in San Diego and
Tiajuana, Mexico. From there the
l'emaining ships of the fleet sailed
to Long Beach.
·
The last week of the cruise was
to be spent in .firing the guns of
the ships off the island of San
Clemente, but the cruiser was ordered to the Naval Shipyards at
Mat•e Island, There the cruiser's
large supply of ammunition was
unloaded in preparation for the
!epairs. necessary to pu£ the ship
m fightmg shape.
The cruise was accompanied
from San Francisco to Hawaii to
San Diego by Dr. Scholes, vicepresident of UNM. In San Diego,
Dr. Vel·non Sorrel, dean of the
College of Business . Administration, 1·elieved Dr. Scholes for the
l'emaindel' of the cruise.
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